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#perryfieldfilms
“Our goal, every time, is to provide our couples with an honest, genuine, and reliable experience and service.”

We create romantic and cinematic films utilizing the audio from the day, 

and imagery from your venue to TELL YOUR UNIQUE STORY.
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Brian PERRY

Ryan SatterFIELD

Hi, I’m Ryan SatterFIELD!
I am our LEAD EDITOR and most of the time you will find me behind the desk of my computer 

breaking down footage, searching through music bed, color grading or enjoying a nice salmon 
salad for lunch (I’ve got to eat sometime right).

Since we started our business I have only had one thing on my mind… it’s to simply MAKE PEO-
PLE HAPPY. I want to give people something they would have never dreamed was possible and 
capture a moment in time for them that will be one of the most joyous occasions in life. Being 

able to see and hear those special moments is truly special to me. I am a romantic at heart and I 
think that shows in the edits. Leveraging the strengths of each unique day that we shoot is like 

making a work of art every time. THAT NEVER GETS OLD TO ME.

Hi, I’m Brian PERRY!
The truth is, I was never that guy with a camera in my hand that lived, breathed, and died film. I 
never went to film school; I went to business school. MY PASSION IS PEOPLE AND BUSINESS.

Creativity for me started in Junior High when I began writing music. I never wanted to just cover 
other people’s songs; I wanted to write my own. In this business, being creative for people on 
the biggest day of their life and giving them an UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE is what it is all 

about.

I freakin’ love what I do.
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INVESTMENT

HIGHLIGHT FILM PACKAGE

The Highlight Package is our most popular and will get you all of the necessary coverage for 
the day as well as a highlight edit and reception footage to relive the day again and again. If you 

are looking for something more, we’ve got you covered! 

Brian Perry and Ryan Satterfield as your filmmakers
HD Camera Coverage

Up to 9 Hours of Coverage
Perryfield Production Gear

Licensed Music for Legal & Safe Sharing
12 Week Max Turn Around Time

Final Product Below Available for Digital MP4 Download
A 10 Minute Minimum Cinematic Highlight Film*

Archival Footage of the Reception Formalities

*Actual edit may be shorter than 10 minutes 
(small guest count, small wedding party, short ceremony, no open dancing, etc.).

*Actual edit can be up to 13 minutes in length 
(larger guest count, larger wedding party, a first look, 20 minute ceremony, etc.).

$5,000

* Actual edit may be up to 20 minutes in length. Must qualify for a feature film 
depending on size of wedding party, guest count and overall content. 

Nothing to freak out about here, we just want to make sure that the content 
from the day will be enough for a much longer cinematic edit.

$8,500

FEATURE FILM PACKAGE

    Some of our couples have a big day planned, a large guest count, a big wedding party, an 11 
piece band playing at the reception, and they want a longer edit and more coverage… no prob-

lem. The Feature Film is a cinematic edit, just intend to be longer, with more clips and extended 
footage. The Feature Film gives us a chance to tell your day in a longer format. 

Brian Perry and Ryan Satterfield as your filmmakers
    1 Additional filmmaker
    HD Camera Coverage

    Up to 10 Hours of Coverage
    Perryfield Production Gear

    Licensed Music for Legal & Safe Sharing
    12 Week Max Turn Around Time

    Final Product Below Available for Digital MP4 Download
    A 16 Minute Minimum Cinematic Feature Film*    

All raw footage from the day**
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A 3-5 MINUTE DIRECTOR’S CUT TRAILER EDIT

    A director’s cut trailer film is essential if you like movie trailers.  Our couples want to see their highlight film no doubt, but they also want 

to show off their day with a shorter edit and a trailer film is perfect way to do that.  The trailer is shorter, uses the most cinematic shots from the 

day to create a piece that you will want to show off to your friends, family, and co-workers over and over. This can be added to a feature film or highlight film package.

$1,000

DOCUMENTARY EDITS
SPEECHES RECORDED IN FULL, SYNCED, AND EDITED

    Sometimes people give great speeches... and sometimes they don’t!  Trust us to use the best 

of the best from a speech in the film as what we like to call “supporting audio.”  When a speech 

giver talks about the couple, their relationship, and how they have grown over the years, that 

always makes for a useable clip in the film.  But, if you want the good, the bad, and ugly regard-

less of what they say... the speeches edit is for you.  We sync up the audio file that we have 

from the DJ’s feed, and edit together anyone who gives a speech during the toasting section of 

the reception.

 $300

CEREMONY RECORDED IN FULL, SNYCED, AND EDITED

    For some couples, just seeing the highlights of the ceremony is not enough, which is why we 

created the ceremony edit.  With this edit, you are able to watch your entire ceremony from 

processional to recessional, and hear every word that was said during the ceremony.  We work 

with the DJ to get a live feed from any microphones used during the ceremony, we sync up the 

multiple cameras used to shoot the ceremony, and create a documentary piece that you and 

your entire family will be able to relive.  If your ceremony is 18 minutes long, you will have an 

18-minute edit... 22 minutes long, you will have a 22-minute edit... 26 minutes long, you get the 

idea.

$600 for a traditional 20-30 minute ceremony
$1000 for masses or non-traditional ceremonies lasting any longer

POPULAR ADDITIONAL CINEMATIC EDIT
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HOURS

    Got a long day planned?! Maybe a few additional locations you’d like to stop at to get some 

different looks for the day?! Add hours onto any package for:

$400/hour
$700/2 hours

$1,000/3hours

YOUR IDEAS

    Let us know if there is something you have in mind that we don’t have listed.  

Such as shooting your rehearsal dinner, an excursion for your destination wedding...

 email us your ideas and let’s make them happen!

WEDDINGS@PERRYFIELDFILMS.COM

DESTINATION WEDDINGS

    With any destination booking, the Ceremony Edit, Speeches Edit, and All Raw

 Footage w/ Hard Drive is included. You also get 2 additional hours of coverage to use as you 

please. Heck, you know were we are and we are in it to win it with you two! Use them on an 

excursion, the rehearsal dinner, or maybe just an extra 2 on the day of.

Inside the United States: Add $2,500 to any package*
Outside the United States: Add $3,500 to any package*

* Includes flight and hotel accommodations for a minimum two nights’ stay, 
meal stipend, and travel time. Additional days, if needed, will be discussed 

to find the right coverage for your event.

ALL RAW FOOTAGE FROM THE DAY W/ HARD DRIVE*

    Included in the Highlight Film Package is the RAW footage from your reception formalities, 

such as your grand entrance, first dance, parent dances, cake cutting, bouquet and garter toss, 

as well as some open dancing.  For some couples, reception RAW footage only is not enough 

and they want to preserve the ENTIRE day and EVERY clip we recorded by getting all of the RAW 

footage on a hard drive.

$600

ADD-ON’S
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LET’S GET STARTED
PHONE

888.339.3395

WEB

WWW.PERRYFIELDFILMS.COM

EMAIL

WEDDINGS@PERRYFIELDFILMS.COM


